**Highly Accurate Thermographic Cameras**

Short/Mid-Range Solutions with TD1217B and TD2617B

---

**Solution Composition**

160x120 resolution thermographic camera + tripod + tripod adaptor + NVR or iVMS-4200 (PC) + PoE switch + monitor

**Solution Advantages**

- **Embedded audio alarm** can immediately notify operators of high temperature
- Mountable on tripod/pole or building structure for temporary or long-term use
- Accuracy of ± 0.5° C (0.9° F)
- Integrated 4 MP optical camera satisfies normal monitoring requirement

**Setup Tips**

- Set up the solution in a stable *indoor* environment without wind or direct sunlight
- Power on for 30 minutes before taking measurements

---

**Thermographic camera detection distance**

- 2.6 - 5 ft (0.8 - 1.5 m)
- 5 - 10 ft (1.5 - 3 m)

---

**CONTACT**

Kevin McKay | Regional Sales Manager | 617-930-3361
Dave Laprise | Senior Sales Engineer | 401-683-8753